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Hi! Welcome to the first in a series of splendid new Mail Order catalogues - we intend, over the next several months, to publish these for every race in the Warhammer universe.

After carefully looking through the current range of catalogues we have noticed some omissions and, in our infinite wisdom, have decided to make it easier for you to find and order the miniatures you desire.

This catalogue contains many classic Citadel Miniatures not shown in any of our current publications and has caused no end of excitement here at Mail Order as we constantly dig up 'forgotten' miniatures.

Another great aspect of this venture is the mix 'n' match capability which allows you to tailor-make your army with your choice of miniatures and also helps you to create stunning conversions!

WARHAMMER MONSTERS

This first catalogue is devoted to those fantastic beasties who strike terror into the hearts of even the most valiant of heroes! We have also included a selection of riders from a wide variety of races which are ideal for you to ride your choice of monster or dragon into battle.

You will also find, at the back of the catalogue, a reference table showing which riders will fit comfortably onto which monster and which of these need a small amount of modelling skill to trim and file in order to get an adequate fit.

So, what are you waiting for? Feast your eyes on the monster laden pages of this booklet and your army will never be quite the same again!
MONSTERS

The Warhammer world has many desolate places: dark forests, intimidating mountains and dank swamps. These fell areas are home to a great number of untamed and ultimately deadly creatures from the majestic Great Eagles to the hideous multi-headed Chimera. These legendary denizens strike terror deep into the very heart of lesser creatures and have become welcome additions to many Warlord’s army as the military advantages of fielding these monsters become more and more appealing.

In the following pages you will find many different types of monster either ridden, or unridden, which will prove a worthy addition to your force.

DARK PEGASUS (£12.00 Complete)
AZGHAG'S WYVERN (£17.00 Complete)

HATCHLING WYVERN (£5.00 Complete)

MARAUDER WYVERN (£12.00 Complete)
ORC WYVERN (£15.00 Complete)

SHAMAN'S WYVERN (£17.00 Complete)
MARAUDER CHIMERA
(£9.00 Complete)

MANTICORE (£12.00 Complete)

MARAUDER MANTICORE
(£8.00 Complete)
PEGASUS (£12.00 Complete)

COCKATRICE (£9.00 Complete)
GRIFFON 'STORMWING' (£12.00 Complete)

HIPPOGRIFF (£9.00 Complete)
MONSTERS

MARAUDER HYDRA
(£10.00 Complete)

GIGANTIC SPIDER
(£5.00 Complete)

GIANT SCORPION
(£6.00 Complete)

CHAOS HYDRA
(£9.00 Complete)
GREAT TAURUS (£12.00 Complete)

LAMMASSU (£12.00 Complete)
DRAGONS

Easily the most fantastic of beasts, the Dragons are an incredibly ancient race whose ancestors lived thousands of years before the Elves or Man set foot in the Old World. Today, however, these majestic creatures are but a handful in number and the days of old when Dragons could commonly be seen soaring through the skies are no more. The few Dragons that remain are solitary and reclusive creatures prone to sleeping for long periods in dark caverns deep within the protective arm of mountain ranges.

Immensely varied in colour, size and abilities, Dragons are both beautiful and terrible to behold. Coloration can be as diverse as fiery red to midnight black and electric blue to scintillating gold. A Dragon's colour often determines the effect of its natural breath weapon with red Dragons belching forth great gouts of flame and green Dragons spewing roiling clouds of corrosive gas, while blue Dragons spit crackling bolts of lightning at their unfortunate and soon to be fried enemies.

A Dragon's size and age are indeterminably linked as the larger the Dragon the older it is likely to be. Continuing to grow throughout their life, Dragons of any coloration may reach colossal proportions if they live long enough. There are in effect three differing sizes of Dragons: Dragon, Great Dragon and Emperor Dragon.

All in all probably the most feared creatures in the Old World are the mighty Dragons and woe betide anyone who should take these ancient creatures lightly...
WARHAMMER

DRAGONS

DRAGONMASTER DRAGON
(£15.00 Complete)

THAINDON'S DRAGON
(£17.00 Complete)
EMPEROR DRAGON (£50.00 Complete)

Please note that due to the colossal size of this model we could not possibly fit it into the catalogue at actual size, it is therefore represented at 75% size.

VENOM WYRM (£5.00 Complete)

YOUNG GREEN DRAGON (£5.00 Complete)
FOREST DRAGON
(£22.00 minus rider)

DRAGON TOAD (£5.00 Complete)
PLASTIC DRAGON (£15.00 Complete)

GREAT FIRE DRAGON (£10.00 Complete)
NIGHTMARE DRAGON (£20.00 Complete)

MARAUDER DRAGON (£12.00 Complete)
LAVA DRAGON (£15.00 Complete)

ROCK DRAGON (£15.00 Complete)
KEGOXX, CHAOS DRAGON (£30.00 Complete)

Please note that due to the colossal size of this model we could not possibly fit it into the catalogue at actual size, it is therefore represented at 75% size.

SERPENTINE DRAGON (£10.00 Complete)
BAUDROS, CHAOS DRAGON (£22.00 Complete)

GREEN DRAGON (£10.00 Complete)
HORNED DRAGON
(£12.00 Complete)

NEW ZOMBIE DRAGON (£12.00 Complete)
YOUNG HATCHLING DRAGON (£3.00 Complete)

HATCHING DRAGON EGGS (£1.00 Complete)

GREAT IMPERIAL DRAGON (£25.00 Complete)

Please note that due to the colossal size of this model we could not possibly fit it into the catalogue at actual size, it is therefore represented at approximately 75% size.

YOUNG FIRE DRAGON (£3.00 Complete)

YOUNG FIRE DRAGON (£3.00 Complete)
GREAT SPINED DRAGON
(£30.00 Complete)

Please note that due to the colossal size of this model we could not possibly fit it into the catalogue at actual size, it is therefore represented at approximately 75% size. You will need to fill the wings of this creature yourself - we recommend that you use paper.
ADVANCED MODELLERS ONLY

CAVE WYRM
(£5.00 Complete)

SMALL DRAGON
(£3.00 Complete)
THE EMPIRE

EMPEROR KARL FRANZ
£5.00 complete

IMPERIAL HERO
£4.00 complete

CHAOS Dwarfs

CHAOs DWARF LORD
£3.00 complete

CHAOS

CHAOS WARRIOR
£3.00 each

EGRI MM VAN HORSTMANN, DARK SORCERER OF CHAOS
£5.00 complete

CHAOS DWARF SORCERER
£3.00 complete
This easy to use table will, at a glance, tell you which of the riders fit onto the creatures also shown within the pages of this wondrous tome. It doesn’t end there, however, as you could quite easily use any of our cavalry figures such as Savage Orc Bearboy Big Boss, Supreme Patriarch of the Colleges of Magic, Dark Elf Cold One Rider, etc. to create your own unique combination with which to terrorise your enemies! This table does not take into account race restrictions such as Orcs cannot ride Unicorns, only if the models will fit each other. If you would like more information as to miniature availability or would like to discuss any aspect of our hobby simply give the lads at Mail Order a call on 01773 713213 - they’re waiting with bated breath!

| MOUNT       | ELF DRAGON | DRAGON MASTER | DRAGON TOAD | GREAT IMPERIAL DRAGON | IMRIK’S DRAGON | ZOMBIE DRAGON | PLASTIC DRAGON | RAKARTH’S | BAUDROS, CHAOS DRAGON | UNICORN | MARAUDER WYVERN | NEW WYVERN | OLD WYVERN | STORMWING | DEATHCLAW | IMPERIAL PEGASUS | LAMMASU | AZHAG’S WYVERN | MARAUDER GRIFFON | DARK PEGASUS | DIETER’S MANTICORE | NIGHTMARE DRAGON | OLD EAGLE | FOREST DRAGON | KEGOXX, CHAOS DRAGON | GREAT EAGLES | BRETONNIAN HIPPOGLIFF | MORGIANA’S UNICORN | GREAT TAURUS | LAVA DRAGON | COCKATRICE |
|-------------|------------|---------------|-------------|------------------------|----------------|--------------|----------------|------------|-----------------------|----------|-------------------|------------|------------|-----------|-----------|------------------|--------|----------------|-------------------|------------|----------------|-----------|-----------|

**NOTE:** Bannerpoles, shields, saddles, etc are included as shown in the price of these riders.

---
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WARNING! These products contain lead which may be harmful if chewed or swallowed. Citadel Miniatures are not recommended for children under 14 years of age. They are not toys. The exclusive copyright in the contents of this package is the property of Games Workshop Ltd © 1995. All rights reserved.